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A method to evaluate the usability of interactive climate change impact decision aids

Gabrielle Wong-Parodi · Baruch Fischhoff · Ben Strauss

Abstract Reducing the impacts from climate change requires people to make decisions that may prompt substantial changes in their lives. One possible way to help them is with personalized decision aids. Here we describe a method for evaluating such aids, in terms of how they affect users’ understanding of their situation, defined in terms of their (a) knowledge, (b) consistency of preferences, and (c) active mastery of the material. Our method provides a simple way to evaluate the usability of climate-change decision aids, and to address concerns that the choice of display could bias users’ attitudes. We demonstrate it with the Surging Seas Risk Finder, a decision aid focused on coastal flooding (http://sealevel.climatecentral.org/).

1 Introduction

The specter of climate change looms on the horizon. In policy and scientific communities, there is growing recognition that reducing its impacts will require people to make decisions leading to substantial changes in their lives (Dietz et al. 2009; Füssel 2007; Padgett et al. 2008). The hope of improving those decisions has prompted the creation of many decision aids, from ‘carbon calculators,’ focused on decisions about transportation or food consumption (Bottrill 2007; Chatterton et al. 2009), to seasonal forecasts for farmers making decisions about planting, water allocation, and fertilization (Meinke and Stone 2005). These aids often offer rich information, drawing on resources created for professionals (Matthies et al. 2007), such as Geographic Information Systems (GIS) (Simao et al. 2009), forecasts (Meinke and Stone...
2005), and simulations (Nicholson-Cole 2005). However, that very richness runs the risk of inundating lay users with more, and more technical, information than they can handle. That cognitive overload may also render them vulnerable to biases induced by how issues are framed, as they look for clues to orient them in the flood of information (Kahneman 2011).

How well any communication achieves its goals is an empirical question. Recognizing that the design teams for many decision aids lack the resources for full-scale evaluations, we offer a simple, general approach that any team could use, so that no aid relies solely on the intuitions of its designers – whose perspectives may be very different from that of the decision makers whom they hope to serve. Our approach draws on principles from risk communication and human-computer interaction research (Fischhoff et al. 2011; Fischhoff 2013; Noar et al. 2007; Szwajcer et al. 2009; Salvendy 2012; Olson and Olson 2003). We illustrate it with an aid for decisions regarding coastal flooding.

Informed decision-making requires people to understand the benefits, risks, and uncertainties of their options well enough to identify choices consistent with their personal preferences (Braddock III et al. 1999). The value of providing people with good information has been observed in domains as diverse as carbon mitigation (de Best-Waldhober et al. 2009), financial investments (Lusardi 2008), domestic violence (Ver Steegh 2002), and energy policy (von Winterfeldt 2013). Studies related to decision aids have focused on health decisions (Fischhoff et al. 2011). For example, women using an aid regarding prenatal screening for Down Syndrome had a better understanding of information (including test results) and felt less conflict about their decisions compared to women receiving routine care (Bekker et al. 2004). Similar results have been found with aids for prostate cancer screening (Volk et al. 2003), hormone therapy (O’Connor et al. 1998), and other decisions.

Here, we extend those methods to evaluating decision aids related to climate change, focusing on three aspects of understanding essential to informed decision-making: (a) knowledge, (b) consistent preferences, and (c) active mastery. Thus, a decision aid should impart knowledge of decision-relevant facts, allow people to integrate those facts with their values well enough to form consistent preferences, and achieve the active mastery needed to make sound inferences related to practical decision problems. We begin by describing an aid related to coastal flooding, the Surging Seas Risk Finder. We then evaluate it for these three aspects of understanding. We also contrast responses to three time horizons (2020, 2050, 2100), showing how to assess whether different ways of framing a decision (here, through the choice of time frame) biases users’ responses.

2 The risk finder decision aid

Climate Central, an independent organization studying and reporting climate change, has developed Surging Seas, a decision aid with authoritative forecasts of coastal sea level rise. Figure 1 shows its website. This aid is intended to inform a range of decision makers, from homeowners deciding whether to buy flood insurance (or move) to city planners developing recovery and resilience programs.

The website’s Risk Finder tool (Fig. 2) provides information regarding potential flood area, likelihood and exposure (Strauss et al. 2012; Tebaldi et al. 2012) for specified coastal locations (e.g., Kings County (Brooklyn), NY) and time horizons (e.g., between today and 2020, between today and 2050, between today and 2100). We created a simplified version for this study (Wong-Parodi and Strauss 2014), one that lets users select a flood height, and then learn the chances of it being reached, along with the percentages of land, people, schools, homes, road miles, power plants, and sewage plants that would be inundated. We chose to focus on countywide rather than neighborhood impacts, as they are more likely to be considered when
people are deciding to move to a new area. People likely consider more granular information when deciding exactly where to move, assuming the overall risk is tolerable. Users were randomly assigned to one of three time frames: near-term (“between today and 2020”), mid-term (“between today and 2050”), or long-term (“between today and 2100”). (As our goal was to assess what users could absorb from an aid, we did not include a no-aid control group. Given the specialized information that Risk Finder offers, without it, people are likely to have no more than general impressions.) Fig. 3 illustrates the simplified Risk Finder for Kings County (Brooklyn), NY, with a 5 ft flood height and mid-term time frame.

Designers face many choices in creating an aid, each of which might frame users’ thinking in ways that biased their choices (Kahneman 2011; Lichtenstein & Slovic 2006). In some cases, basic psychological research can help designers to choose the most neutral frame. For coastal flooding, one such design choice is the time frame to present. Unfortunately, the
Some research has found greater concern about coastal flooding with shorter time horizons (Spence et al. 2012), which could prompt deeper information processing and better understanding. On the other hand, near-term risks are necessarily lower, which could reduce concern, information processing, and understanding. We apply our approach to assessing the net effects of these conflicting processes.

3 Methods

3.1 Measures

Criterion 1: **Knowledge.**

We assessed users’ understanding of the facts presented by the aid with three tests:

- **Test 1 – pattern recognition** assessed whether users can see that higher flood heights are less likely than lower ones. Participants were asked to use the slider, and then answer two open-ended questions: (a) “What happens to the flood height (ft) as you move the slider up and down?” (b) “What happens to the flood likelihood (%) as you move the slider up and down?” Participants then manipulated the slider to see the likelihood of floods of 2, 3, 4, and 9 ft, after which they indicated their answer on a 0.0 to 100.0 % slider bar.

- **Test 2 – land impacts** asked participants to look at the map and describe, “What happens as you move the slider from 1 to 10 ft?”
Test 3 – people and structure impacts asked participants to move the slider as they looked at the Risk Finder, and then describe, “What could happen to people and structures as you move the slider from 1 to 10 ft?”

Criterion 2: **Consistency.**

We assessed the consistency of users’ preferences with two tests:

*Test 4 – government policy and willingness to move* compared users’ agreement with three statements: (a) “Keeping what I learned about coastal floods in [County] in mind … I would still move with my family to [County] (if I was planning on doing that already).” (b) “Imagine that the federal, state, and local government do nothing to prepare for the risks of coastal flooding in [County] … I would still move to [County] with my family.” (c) “Imagine that the federal, state, and local government do nothing to slow down global warming … I would still move to [County] with my family.” The scale anchors were 1 = completely disagree and 7 = completely agree.

*Test 5 – flood tolerance and willingness to move* asked users, “Now, please set the highest expected flood height that you and your family would be willing to live with, at some point between today and [2020/2050/2100], before deciding to move to [County]. What height did you pick?” Using the aid, users selected a flood height between 0 feet and 10+ feet. In addition to this measure of absolute tolerance, we created a value of relative tolerance by subtracting this value from their answer to Test 7 below. (Note: Assessing users’ actual willingness to move would require providing information about flood risks at specific locations and about many other topics.)

Criterion 3: **Active Mastery.**

We assessed users’ ability to make inferences based on the facts in the decision aid with two tests:

*Test 6 – extrapolation above 10 ft “Now, please move the sliders below to show your estimate of how likely between today and [2020/2050/2100] it is that there will be at least one 11 ft flood in [County].” Users responded with a 0.0 to 100.0 % slider bar. Correct responses were <0.7 % for 2020, <3.8 % for 2050, and <16.8 % for 2100.

*Test 7 – estimation at different time horizons:* “Now, please set the flood height to the highest level that you would expect to see between today and [2020/2050/2100], if you lived in [County]. What height did you pick?” Participants selected a value between 0 feet and 10+ feet. If users can make such inferences, these estimates should increase over time.

3.2 Experimental procedures

After a brief introduction, participants were screened for age (≥18). They then selected one city/county from 14 possibilities. In order to hold information constant across conditions, all participants received values for Kings County (Brooklyn), NY.

Participants were then asked to “Imagine that you and your family are planning on moving to [their selected county and state]. You and your family want to settle down in [their selected county], with no plans to move ever again. Your family is concerned about coastal flooding. This type of flooding can happen in an area that is directly on or near the coast. They want you to find out about coastal flooding in [their selected county].” To deepen participants’ engagement with this role-playing exercise, they were then asked to write out why they might want to know about coastal flooding.
**Experimental conditions** Participants were randomly assigned to one of the three time frames [2020/2050/2100]. They were asked to explore the Risk Finder until they had enough information to tell their family about coastal flooding. After completing the tests, participants were asked (a) if they “ever lived in a coastal county” and, if so, if they were “familiar with the coastline where [they] lived.”; (b) if they had “ever vacationed along the coast” or had “ever experienced a hurricane”; and (c) demographic questions.

**Participants** We recruited 149 U.S. adult participants through an advertisement on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk), an online subject recruitment tool providing diverse, although non-representative samples. According to their self-reports, participants’ average age was 36.1 (SD = 13.0), with 47.7 % being female, 79.2 % identifying as White or Caucasian, 48.4 % having at least a bachelor’s degree, and 42.2 % with household incomes of at least $51K. Most reported being Democrats at 51 %, with 28.2 % Independents, 16.8 % Republicans, and 4 % Other or “Prefer not to answer.” Although a minority lived on the coast (37.6 %), most had vacationed there (71.8 %). Many reported having some familiarity with the coastline (34.1 %), having experienced a hurricane (44.3 %) or flood or knowing someone who had (36.9 %).

A sample this size has statistical power of 80 % to reveal differences of 0.43 ft between the time frames, with $\alpha = .01$. Although results with any convenience sample should be used cautiously, experimental studies comparing MTurk with other recruitment procedures have found few differences (Crump et al. 2013; Mason and Suri 2012).

**4 Results**

Time Frame: We found few statistically significant differences in responses to the three time frames. As a result, we pooled responses except where there were differences. (Note: We also observed no significant correlations between self-reported flood experience and any of our dependent measures ($p > .05$)).

**Criterion 1:** Knowledge.

*Test 1 – pattern recognition.* Most participants (95 %) successfully recognized that higher flood heights are less likely than lower ones. Most responses to the open-ended question, “What happens to the flood height (ft) as you move the slider up and down?”, also indicated understanding, with answers ranging from simple (“The flood height changes”) to more precise (“It increases and decreases by 1 ft intervals, between 1 and 10 ft”). Participants showed similar understanding when asked, “What happens to the flood likelihood (%) as you move the slider up and down?”, with answers again ranging from simple (“The percentage goes down as the flood height increases”) to precise (“It starts to drop on the way up, but not until the six foot mark, and it increases on the way back down”).

Most participants (96 %) correctly reported the likelihood of a flood reaching each of four designated heights (2, 3, 4, 9 ft). Simple t-tests found no significant differences between reported and displayed values ($\alpha = .01$).

*Test 2 – land impacts.* Most participants (95 %) recognized that water covers more land as flood height increases, with responses ranging from general (“the map shows more of the county as under water”) to precise (“a 10 ft flood means that 26 % of the land in St. Tammany County will be under water”).
Test 3 – people and structure impacts. Almost all (99%) recognized that more people and structures are affected as flood height increases, again with consistent explanations.

Criterion 2: Consistency.

Test 4 – government policy and willingness to move. The three judgments of the highest flood height that users would tolerate (before deciding not to move), using a scale from 1 = completely disagree to 7 = completely agree, were strongly correlated with one another ($r^2$ ranging from 0.71 to 0.87; $p<.001$). The absolute level of these judgments, however, depended on the question, $F(1.78,259.51) = 24.30, p<.001$. Immediately after using the tool, participants were moderately willing to move despite the flood risks ($M=4.82, SD=1.89$). That willingness declined after being asked to imagine that local government would take no action to prepare for the risks ($M=4.13, SD=1.89$), $t(148) = 6.19, p<.001$, and that it would do nothing about global warming ($M=4.34, SD=1.91$), $t(148) = 4.49, p<.001$. The last two judgments also differed significantly, $t(148) = -2.48, p<.01$.

Test 5 – flood tolerance and willingness to move. As another measure of consistent preferences, participants who would tolerate a lower flood height (before deciding not to move) while using the tool would also be less willing to move immediately after using it ($B=.25, se=.05$), $t(148)=4.58, p<.001$, after being asked to imagine that government does nothing to prepare for flooding ($B=.24, se=.06$), $t(148)=4.20, p<.001$, and after asked to imagine that government does nothing about climate change ($B=.22, se=.06$), $t(148)=3.86, p<.001$. Arguably, risk tolerance should depend on how long people expect to be living in a location. However, using age as a surrogate for tolerance, we found no significant correlations with any of our dependent measures ($p>.05$).

Criterion 3: Active Mastery.

Test 6 – extrapolation above 10 ft. All participants in the 2020 and 2050 conditions saw the probability of flooding above 10 ft as lower than the probability for 10 ft, as did almost all (86%) in the 2100 condition (for group difference, $\chi^2(1,149) = 14.54, p<.01$).

Test 7 – estimation at different time periods. An analysis of variance with a linear contrast revealed a significant increasing trend, $t(89.71) = 7.02, p<.001$, $\eta^2=.26$, with participants expecting higher flood heights for 2100 ($M=6.84, SD=2.38$) than for 2020 ($M=3.92, SD=1.74$), $p=.04$. Estimates for 2050 ($M=6.04, SD=1.98$) were between those for 2020 and 2100, but not significantly different from either.

5 Discussion

Many groups have developed aids intended to help inform people’s decisions regarding threats posed by climate change (Bottrill 2007; Chatterton et al. 2009; Meinke and Stone 2005). We offer a practical method for evaluating such aids’ contribution to three forms of usability: (a) knowledge, (b) consistency, and (c) active mastery.

Applied to the Surging Seas Risk Finder, these tests find success of all three kinds. (a) Users learned about coastal flooding risk, recognizing the relationships between the height of flooding and its probability and impacts. (b) Users who said that they would tolerate lower
flood risks were also less willing to move to the focal location, both during and after using the aid, as well as when told about government inaction. (c) Users could extrapolate the chances of a flood above 10 ft (the maximum in the aid) and the trend in probabilities over time.

In almost all respects, users responded similarly to displays with the three time horizons (2020, 2050, 2100). In contrast, Spence et al. (2012) found greater concern with shorter time horizon. One possible explanation for the difference in our results is that participants’ immersion in the aid overwhelmed any framing effect induced by the time period. A second possible explanation is that in the context of more specific decisions time period had cancelling effects, with the longer period revealing greater risks but also seeming more distant. These determinants of concern and action bear further attention, as do others, such as uncertainty about the estimates (Fischhoff and Davis 2014). In terms of usability, though, the three time horizons were equally effective and showed no evidence of framing effects.

Our method can be adapted for other climate change decision aids. The knowledge measures can capture the information that aid designers would most like their audiences to grasp (e.g., the probability, nature, and consequences of droughts of varying severity). The consistency measures can reflect logically related preferences related to the aid’s topic (e.g., tolerance for drought severity under a range of contexts). Active mastery measures can reflect relevant factual inferences (e.g., the impacts of drought of varying temporal or geographic scope). Creating such measures requires the designers of an aid to make their aims explicit, a task that could improve the focus of their work. Once created, the measures can be administered to online samples like the one used here or members of specific target groups. Such evaluation costs little relative to the investments in aids and the stakes riding on them. Arguably, it should be the standard for any communication (Fischhoff 2013). These present findings revealed Surging Seas to be a decision aid that helps lay users understand coastal flooding risks. Subsequent to our research, it was featured at the Obama Administration’s rollout of http://www.data.gov/climate/.
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